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Monitoring Cattle in Territorial New Mexico
1. Barnes, Will C., [compiler]: LIVE STOCK LAWS OF THE TERRITORY
OF NEW MEXICO RELATING TO CATTLE, HORSES, MULES, AND
ASSES. Las Vegas, N.M: Cattle Sanitary Board of New Mexico, 1905. 127pp.
Original printed wrappers. One-inch triangular area of loss at top edge of front
wrapper, closed tears and small chips to spine, dark stain to top corner of last
fifty pages and rear wrapper, proceeding into text in the last thirty pages. Good
condition. With original mailing envelope.
A rare pre-statehood New Mexico livestock pamphlet that includes quarantine
regulations and instructions to inspectors, published by the Cattle Sanitary Board
of New Mexico “for the information and benefit of the stockmen of the Territory,”
according to the compiler, Will C. Barnes. The regulations cover “dipping and
handling of cattle affected scabies or mange” and govern the importation of cattle,
horses, and mules into the New Mexico Territory. There is also information on
laws relating to diseased cattle, animals injured by railroads, brands, bounties on
wild animals, and more. A section on “Indian stock” lists laws prohibiting Native
Americans from grazing horses and mules within one league of cultivated land from
April through December, and also describes the methods for seizing and selling
such animals. The work also includes a list of inspectors and the districts they
oversee, along with the relevant Compiled Laws of 1897, 1899, 1901, 1903, and
1905 governing livestock. The last section is a Supplement containing modifications to the United States livestock regulations “published since this book went
to press.” The original mailing envelope is addressed to the brand inspector, M.
G. Keenan, at Springer, New Mexico.
William Croft Barnes wrote a number of books on the horse and cattle trades,
including Tales from the X-Bar Horse Camp and Western Grazing Grounds and Forest
Ranges, both of which are Merrill Aristocrats. Adams lists several of Barnes’s titles
as well, but this compilation of New Mexico livestock laws is not in Rampaging
Herd.
$1250.

Beautiful Lithographic Views, Including the Fur Trade
2. [Bédelet, Leonie C.]: LE MONDE EN ESTAMPES GÉOGRAPHIE PITTORESQUE TYPES ET COSTUMES LITHOGRAPHIÉS...par Élisabeth
Müller [pseudonym].... Paris: Amédée Bédelet, Libraire-Éditeur..., [1858]. 51,[1]pp.
plus twenty-three chromolithographs and in-text illustrations. Frontis. Half title.
Oblong quarto. Original cloth-backed pictorial boards. Slight offsetting on text;
illustrations clean and bright. Occasional light foxing and soiling. A lovely copy.

The handsome lithographs by J. Bocquin,
after drawings by Leloir and Fossey, depict
the native costume of various peoples of
the world, generally shown in street scenes.
The countries represented include those
of Europe, Asia, Africa, North and South
America (including a rendering of American
Indians negotiating with a fur trader, while
a buffalo hunt proceeds in the background), scenes in Mexico, Brazil, and the
Pacific Islands. There is also a plate of Australian aborigines trying on clothes
washed up in a shipwreck. The costumes and natives are brightly colored, while
the background is in black and white. Each plate is followed by explanatory text,
with many biblical references. The frontispiece shows three angels overseeing the
“Dispersion des Peuples.” A lovely work, one of a number of illustrated books
written and produced by Bedelet, mainly for children. Scarce.
HILER, p.634. COLAS 2153. LIPPERHEIDE 70.
$900.

Black Soldiers in Indian Territory
3. [Buffalo Soldiers]: [Oklahoma]: [ORIGINAL MUSTER ROLL FOR COMPANY C, 25th UNITED STATES INFANTRY, LISTING ALMOST FIFTY
MEMBERS OF THE FAMED BUFFALO SOLDIERS WHILE STATIONED
AT FORT SILL IN OKLAHOMA TERRITORY]. Fort Sill, Indian Territory.
February 28, 1873. Partially-printed document, 31¾ x 20¼ inches, completed
in manuscript in full on one side, and partially on the verso. Old folds, minor
separations at some folds and crossfolds, light edge wear, two small instances of
worming when folded, resulting in twenty-four small instances of worming when
unfolded, occasionally resulting in minor loss to text. Still, very good.
A large partially-printed form, completed in manuscript, comprising a scarce
muster roll for Company C of the Buffalo Soldiers, the African-American 25th
Cavalry Regiment, at Fort Sill in the Indian Territory in 1873. The roll records
almost fifty enlisted men plus a dozen officers and support staff (five sergeants,

four corporals, a wagoner, artificer, and
trumpeter), and their pay for the period
from December 31, 1872 to February 28,
1873. Most of the men enlisted from
New Orleans or Memphis, a few from
Indianapolis, Louisville, and other cities.
The majority of the privates were able to
sign their names to acknowledge receipt of
their pay, but a handful acknowledge their
pay with “X his mark” on the signature
line. The lines with “X” signatures are
witnessed by Captain Charles Robe. The
form also contains remarks about most
soldiers, recording assignments, transfers,
sicknesses, desertions, and discharges. One
soldier was noted as being held by civil
authorities in Fredericksburg, Texas for
the previous year-and-a-half “for alleged
murder.” During this period when they
were at Fort Sill, the Buffalo Soldiers fought against the Kiowa and Comanches,
and constructed many of the buildings at the site.
The document is signed on the verso by Captain Charles Robe as officer commanding the company and by Major G.W. Schofield as inspecting Officer. Schofield
was commander of the troops and designer of the famed Smith & Wesson revolver.
Here, he has also filled in his assessment of the unit, as follows: “D iscipline :
good I nstruction : satisfactory M ilitary a ppearance : quite good A rms : fair
condition A ccoutrements : good condition.” Either Schofield or Robe has also
added a special note in the “Record of Events,” which reads: “December 31 ‘72.
January 2 ‘73 the company being en route from Fort Gibson to Fort Sill Ind.
Ter., marched from Rush Spring, distant about 30 miles. Since arriving at Ft.
Sill, company engaged in ordinary garrison duty.”
An excellent firsthand document of a famed African-American cavalry unit serving
in modern-day Oklahoma during the Indian Wars in the American West.
$3000.

Businesses of San Francisco’s Chinatown in the Sixties
4. [Chinese Chamber of Commerce]: [California]: 1966 SAN FRANCISCO
CHINATOWN BUSINESS DIRECTORY [wrapper title]. [San Francisco.
1965]. 59,[4]pp. Text in Chinese and English. Original pictorial orange wrappers,
stapled. Small punch hole at upper left corner, as issued. Slightest sunning along
spine. Light foxing to first leaf, otherwise fine condition.
A rare business directory of San Francisco’s Chinatown in the mid-1960s. The
directory includes listings of the board of directors and officers of the Chinese
Chamber of Commerce, honorary and associate members of the chamber, and
members located “outside of San Francisco’s Chinatown & in Oakland.” The
preponderance of the text records the regular members of the Chinese Chamber
of Commerce, listed alphabetically by street address. Logically, the overwhelming majority of these businesses are Chinese-owned, but Bank of America, Wells
Fargo, and Columbus Savings & Loan are also listed as members. There are also
listings for organizations such as the Chinese Women United Association, the
Chinese Constitutionists Party, the Chinese Episcopal Church, and the Chinese
Youth Club. The regular listing of members is followed by a three-page listing of Chinatown restaurants and four pages for a “Personal Telephone List,”
which contains no handwritten entries. Surprisingly rare, with no copies listed
in OCLC.
$1250.

Samuel Bangs Prints a Legislative Decree
on Academic Prizes in Coahuila and Texas
5. [Coahuila and Texas]: [Bangs, Samuel]: GOBIERNO SUPREMO DEL
ESTADO DE COAHUILA Y TEJAS. EL GOBERNADOR DEL ESTADO DE
COAHUILA Y TEJAS, A TODOS SUS HABITANTES, SABED: QUE EL
CONGRESO DEL MISMO ESTADO HA DECRETADO LO SIGUIENTE.
DECRETO NUM. 144 [caption title]. Leona Vicario [Saltillo]: [Samuel Bangs],
May 1, 1830. [1]p., printed on a folded folio leaf, with integral blank leaf. In
Spanish, notation in manuscript at bottom, “Alc. de Allende.” Minor staining at
top edge, light foxing. Very good.
A rare surviving Mexican Texas legal decree on educational prizes and award books,
emanating from the state legislature of Coahuila y Tejas, and printed by Samuel
Bangs. This copy was issued to the mayor of Allende, Coahuila, located about
forty miles south of the Rio Grande. It is signed in type by José María Viesca, the
governor of Coahuila y Tejas at the time of its printing, and his secretary Santiago
del Valle, with both of their manuscript rubrics following their printed names.
The decree (the following English excerpts of which come from the English
translation in Kimball) directs that “three silver medals, of 1st, 2nd and 3rd classes
be ordered to be made, to be paid out of the municipal fund of the state, to be
restored, and that the national ensign be engraved on the said medals, encircled
with the following inscription: Reward of virtue and application – to serve on
days of public school visits as a mark of distinction for the pupils most deserving
in their respective schools. The medals shall be attached to blue bands, with a
rosette at the extremity; upon the band of the first, the aforementioned motto
shall be embroidered with gold, upon that of the second, with silver thread; and
that of the third shall be plain.” These “prizes and tokens of distinction” are to
be held and awarded by the Ayuntamientos in consultation with the teachers of
each public school “on days of examination.”
In addition to the achievement medals, the decree orders the printing of additional
copies of Fleuris’ Castillian grammars, orthography books, and catechisms “to
be distributed as prizes among the pupils, who excel in virtue and application.”
There was a long tradition of awarding books as educational prizes for exceptional
students in Mexico, the United States, and elsewhere. The present example stands
as historical proof of the importance of education in early national Mexico, and
is an exceedingly-early document relating to public education in Texas.
“Orders three grades of medals to best students, with gold, silver, and plain edges.
Also a sufficient number of copies of ‘la gramática, ortográfica castellana, and
catecismo de Fleuri” – Spell.
The present decree was printed by the most famous printer in Texas history. According to Texas bibliographer and bookseller John H. Jenkins, Samuel Bangs was
also the “first printer in Texas, the first printer in three Mexican states, and the

first printer west of the Louisiana Purchase.” From about 1817 until his death in
1854, Bangs served as a printer for the Mina expedition, the Mexican government
before the Texas Revolution (including the states of Tamaupilas and Coahuila y
Tejas), various printing shops in the United States, and in various cities in the
Republic of Texas, mainly Houston and Galveston. He has been the subject of
two book-length biographical/bibliographic treatments: Lota M. Spell’s Pioneer
Printer and Jenkins’ Printer in Three Republics. Bangs printed the present work
during his time as official printer to the state legislature of Coahuila and Texas,
which had lured him away from the government of Tamaulipas in 1828. Despite
his rather prolific output, Bangs imprints are rarely encountered in today’s market.
Jenkins notes two institutional copies of
this decree, at the Archivo General de Historia del Estado de Coahuila and the
University of Texas at Austin. The only copy in OCLC appears in a serial record
at Yale, though there may be other copies hiding in other serial records. In any
case, a rare decree relating to the encouragement of education from the state legislature of Mexican Texas, printed by the most prominent printer in Texas history.
KIMBALL, p.157. JENKINS, PRINTER IN THREE REPUBLICS 367. SPELL
287. OCLC 173724746.
$2000.

Wild Western Woodcuts
6. [Crockett, Davy]: Vol. 1. No. 2. “GO AHEAD.” DAVY CROCKETT’S
ALMANACK OF WILD SPORTS IN THE WEST, AND LIFE IN THE
BACKWOODS. CALCULATED FOR ALL THE STATES IN THE UNION.
1836. Nashville: Published for the Author, [1835]. 48pp. including illustrations.
Original pictorial wrappers. Spine perished, re-sewn at later date, cloth loop
affixed at top of spine. Small repaired tear to outer margin of first leaf; expertlyrepaired diagonal tear in the first leaf, penultimate leaf, and last leaf, mildly affecting text; a few short repaired marginal tears; minor staining, moderate foxing.
Overall good plus.
Volume 1, number 2 of the Crockett series of almanacs, and the last to be published in Crockett’s lifetime. These earliest editions of the Crockett almanacs
are quite scarce. The illustration on the front wrapper shows “Col. Crockett’s
Method of Wading the Mississippi,” with Crockett striding across on stilts. In one
paragraph of the text Crockett explains why he “didn’t speechify in Congress the
last Winter.” The reason was that his “throat and jaws were so exflunctoficated
with the influenza that I even snored hoarse.” The illustrations and narrative
text are typically wild and woolly, including Davy’s fight with a giant catfish; the
story of the Parson and his dinner of “bush eels”; Ben Harding’s encounter with
an alligator; Judy Coon stomping a nest of wild kittens to death; Zip Spooner’s
melee with a black bear; and similar ilk. From such tall tales legends are born.
HENDERSON, p.96. HOWES C897, “aa.” STREETER SALE 4184. ALLEN
IMPRINTS 1201. DRAKE 13408. GROLIER AMERICAN 100, 39. AMERICAN
IMPRINTS 31279. SABIN 17576 (ref).
$5000.

faint ink stamps from the Chicago Public
Library on titlepage and page one of text,
small ink library notation on verso of titlepage. Minor occasional foxing with a handful of pages exhibiting a bit heavier foxing,
an occasional pencil note in the margins,
minor foxing to the map. Overall very good
condition.
The second and best edition, following the
first edition of 1829, of one of the most
influential narratives of German travels in
the United States in the early 19th-century.
This second edition is the first with a map
and added textual material. Duden was a
government official who felt that the social
ills of Germany stemmed from overpopulation. He thought emigration to America
provided a solution, and decided to reside
in and investigate the United States to see
what conditions were like. He arrived in
Baltimore in 1824 and went west by way of
the Ohio River, later returning by the same
route in 1827. Most of the book is devoted
to his life in Warren County, Missouri, and
is an important account of early Missouri
and the trans-Mississippi frontier. The map,
which did not appear in the first edition,
shows the state of Missouri.

Significant Account of a German Emigrant’s Life in Missouri,
with an Early Map of the State
7. Duden, Gottfried: BERICHT UBER EINE REISE NACH DEN WESTLICHEN STAATEN NORDAMERIKA’S UND EINEN MEHRJÄHRINGEN
AUFENTHALT AM MISSOURI (IN DEN JAHREN 1824, 1825, 1826 UND
1827) IN BEZUG AUF AUSWANDERUNG UN UEBERVÖLKERUNG....
Bonn: Eduard Weber, 1834. [4],lviii,404pp. plus folding map. Half title. Modern
red half morocco and marbled boards, spine gilt. Gutter of half title remargined,

“[The book] exerted great influence in attracting European emigration to the
Middle West” – Howes. “Its significance lies in the influence on German emigration to the United States. Duden recommended that Germans settle in the state
of Missouri or north of the Ohio River...his rose-colored descriptions of life on
the frontier are credited with attracting thousands of his fellow countrymen to
Missouri and neighboring Illinois” – Clark. “This work had an extensive influence
in directing German emigration to Illinois and Missouri” – Buck.
HOWES D534. SABIN 21073. BUCK 188 (first ed). CLARK II:19 (ref).
$2250.

Celebrating the Anniversary
of a Buddhist School in Los Angeles
8. [Japanese-American Photographica]: [California]: [PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPH CELEBRATING THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE OPENING
OF THE BUDDHIST SCHOOL AT THE LOS ANGELES BRANCH OF
THE HIGASHI HONGANJI TEMPLE]. Los Angeles: Japanese Photo Studio
Association, [1940]. Panoramic photograph, 10 x 24¾ inches. Minor wear, vertical
crease through image near the right edge. Very good.

As a result of anti-Japanese sentiment in the early 1940s, Buddhists sometimes
changed the names of their churches to sound more patriotic. They began to
meet on Sundays to emulate Christian worship, while singing from new hymnals
that echoed those found in Christian churches. Sects within the church were
forced to worship together. And the swastika – a Buddhist symbol for thousands
of years – was replaced by the dharma wheel.

A striking panoramic photograph picturing the Japanese-American celebrants at
the 40th anniversary of the opening of the Buddhist school at the Los Angeles
branch of the Higashi Honganji Temple. The photograph is titled and dated in
Japanese script; it relates the date of the celebration as the 13th, 14th, and 15th
of September in the year 2600 (after the birth of the Emperor Jimmu), which is
1940. The photograph pictures a few hundred Issei and Nissei men, women, and
children in a mixture of traditional Japanese gowns and caps, and western suits
and dresses. There are a few banners in the background relating to the temple
and the celebration. The Higashi Honganji Buddhist Temple is still active in
Los Angeles.

In addition to the faith itself, Buddhists within the Japanese American community were particularly vulnerable during the internment period. The American
government believed that Japanese-American Buddhists were more likely to support Imperial Japan than Japanese-American Christians or those of another faith.
Sadly, this also represented the majority of Japanese Americans, since most were
Buddhist in the first place. Further, the FBI classified Buddhist priests as “known
dangerous Group A1 suspects” and sought them out among the first groups to
be imprisoned. Many Buddhist priests were whisked away to relocation centers
even before Franklin Roosevelt’s issuance of Executive Order 9066.

The celebration depicted here came just two short years before the beginning of
the Japanese-American internment period, which triggered fundamental changes in
the practice of the Buddhist faith in America among Japanese-American citizens.

We could locate no other copies of the present panoramic photograph in institutions or auction records. An important photographic record of a portion of the
Japanese-American Buddhist community in Los Angeles just a short time before
the internment period changed everything.
$2250.

A Bleeding Kansas Cartographic Rarity,
Intended to Promote Free Soil, Anti-Slavery Activists to the Region
9. [Kansas]: Whitman, E.B., and A.D. Searl: MAP OF EASTERN KANSAS.
Lawrence, Ks. [Boston: J.P. Jewett and Co.], 1856. Folding pocket map, with
Indian lands handcolored and three vignette views of buildings in Kansas, lithographed by L.H. Bradford & Co. Sheet size: 27¼ x 21 inches. Original green
cloth covers, stamped in blind and gilt. Printed letter by Whitman and Searl on
front pastedown. Very good.
The passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 created those territories with the
provision that the settlers in those states would decide whether slavery would be
lawful. The border state of Kansas thus became a breeding ground for anti- and
pro-slavery conflict. Pro-slavery Missourians, known as border ruffians, flooded
into the eastern half of the state, specifically along the Missouri River where slavebased agriculture would be feasible. Anti-slavery forces rallied, sending settlers
from the North, with most coming from New England. Free state settlements
were created in Topeka (identified on the map as the “temporary state capital”)
and Lawrence (depicted here on the map as a red dot with a small American flag).
On this map, both of those free soil strongholds are shown with encampments of
“Shannon’s Posse” nearby, dated December 1855 – pro-slavery forces intended
to intimidate the Topeka Constitutional Convention. The Kansas troubles are
further depicted with the three vignette views, two showing the before and after
images of the Eldrige House. Also known as the Free State Hotel, the house served
as temporary quarters to incoming New Englanders. Border ruffians destroyed
the building on May 21, 1856. It was in retaliation to this attack and others in
Lawrence on that day that John Brown attacked pro-slavery settlers in what would
become known as the Pottawatomie Massacre, igniting further violence in the
region and making Bleeding Kansas a major portent to the Civil War.
Interestingly, on the advertisement by Whitman and Searl on the front pastedown, no mention is made of the troubles, even though Whitman was a known
abolitionist and Jewett, the publisher, was the publisher of Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
The two land agents offer their services to immigrants, including finding plots,
supplying information to interested parties, and completing surveys. The primary
colored features on the map are Native American tribal lands, shown as separate
and with defined boundaries meant to entice settlers to a region without Indian
troubles. Forts shown on the map include Fort Riley (both on the larger map
and as an unbordered inset at lower left), Fort Leavenworth, and Fort Scott
(abandoned). Also shown are Fort Laramie Road, California Road, Oregon Road,
and Santa Fe Road.
This map, however, is at its essence a cartographic representation of the slavery
conflict and the events leading to the Civil War.
PHILLIPS, MAPS, p.346. STREETER SALE 3903. GRAFF 4640. HEASTON,
THE KANSAS POCKET MAP 4. BAUGHMAN, KANSAS IN MAPS, pp.5253. EBERSTADT 137:24. JONES, ADVENTURES IN AMERICANA 1354.
RUMSEY 3069. SIEBERT SALE 717.
$4750.

The Rarest Early Oregon History
10. Leonard, H.L.W.: OREGON TERRITORY: CONTAINING A BRIEF,
BUT AUTHENTIC ACCOUNT OF SPANISH, ENGLISH, RUSSIAN,
AND AMERICAN DISCOVERIES ON THE NORTH-WEST COAST OF
AMERICA.... Cleveland: Younglove’s Steam Press, 1846. 88pp. 12mo. Original
printed green rear wrapper (front wrapper lacking). Spine paper mostly lacking,
rear wrapper chipped and creased at the edges. Titlepage a touch soiled and edge
worn, a bit of light soiling to the text, offsetting on two pages. About very good.
A great western rarity, one of the rarest overland guides to Oregon during a crucial
period in the region’s history. Leonard’s guide to the Oregon Territory merits a
“dd” rating from Howes, representing “superlatively rare books, almost unobtainable.” Initially unknown to Henry Wagner and Charles Camp, it did not appear
in Wagner-Camp until the third edition of that reference, published in 1953.
Herman Leroy Williams Leonard issued this work at a tense period in the international history of the Pacific Northwest, when the United States and Great
Britain both made strong claims to the Oregon Territory, threatening the outbreak
of hostilities between the two nations. The “Year of Decision” – 1846 – was
a notable year not only for guides to Oregon Territory, but also for American
migration to the region. Streeter praises the table of distances that appears on
the rear wrapper, giving the emigrant route from Missouri to Oregon, a distance
of 2040 miles.
As was often the case with western guides of the time, Leonard drew information
from other sources, including Washington Irving’s Astoria and Irving’s account
of the explorations of Captain Bonneville. But Leonard’s work is clearly not
only a rehash of available published sources. Though he himself travelled no
further west than Ohio, he was clearly in touch with those who participated in
the migration to Oregon. Leonard gives a history and description of the vast,
enticing territory, including early explorations, the activities of the Hudson’s Bay
Company, and the Anglo-American friction over the territory and its boundaries.
He also includes a detailed chapter on the voyage of Captains Gray and Kendrick.
Captain Gray is credited with discovering the Columbia River, which he named
after his ship. The Astoria expedition, spearheaded by William Price Hunt is
detailed, as well as the region’s shift towards fur trading with the opening of the
northwest fur trade in the 1790s.
Howes, Graff, and Streeter each asserted that there were only three known copies
of this work: the Streeter copy, the Graff copy (now at the Newberry Library), and
the copy at Yale (the W.R. Coe copy). Wagner-Camp adds a copy at Princeton
(the Philip Ashton Rollins copy) and also at the University of Virginia. However,
the University of Virginia listing is in error – they do not have a copy. OCLC
lists a copy at the University of Pennsylvania (lacking the rear wrapper) given
by the collector Robert Dechert, who bought it from the Eberstadts in 1960 for
$2200. OCLC also notes a copy at the University of Kentucky, which is actually

a facsimile. We are aware of four other copies in private collections, for a total
of nine known copies (including the present copy). “The first copy of this work
to come to my knowledge was owned by Goodspeed in 1928 or 1929 and was sold
to Eberstadt for the Coe Collection [now at Yale’s Beinecke Library]. In 1945 a
second copy turned up and was sold by Eberstadt to T.W. Streeter. My copy, the
third one, was bought by Wessen from an Ohio library” – Graff. Graff bought his
copy from Ernest Wessen around the same time that Streeter acquired this copy,
in 1945. The Thomas W. Streeter copy was sold to the collector Jay Snider by
the Reese Company, and then sold at his 2005 sale to this firm bidding on behalf
of a private collector ($22,800 at that time). Aside from that Streeter copy (now
in a private collection), the present copy is the only one that we have been able
to find appearing at auction in at least the past century.
HOWES L261, “dd.” GRAFF 2459. WAGNER-CAMP 122a. STREETER SALE
3357. OCLC 28234950, 63598435.
$27,500.

Scarce Oklahoma Directory,
Including Information on African-American Residents
11. [Oklahoma]: THE PHOENIX CITY DIRECTORY OF MUSKOGEE,
OKLAHOMA FOR 1915. Muskogee: Phoenix Directory Company, 1915. [6],500,[4]
pp. plus [32]pp. designated “Memoranda.” Later green buckram, black spine titles.
Mild edge wear and soiling to boards. Ex-Sutro Library, with shelf mark on spine,
bookplate on front pastedown, barcode on front free endpaper, and small ink
stamps on front free endpaper, first ad leaf, and titlepage. Minor toning to text,
with a few small notations in colored pencil. Overall, a very good copy.
A scarce edition of a very useful and informative Muskogee, Oklahoma directory
published just before World War I. The work includes an alphabetical residential
directory; another arranged by streets; a street and avenue guide; a list of federal,
state, and local officials; an “Appendix of Miscellaneous Information regarding
Commercial Institutions, Churches, Schools, Clubs, Secret Societies, etc.;” plus
a “Complete Classified Business Directory” arranged by business type. A short
advertisement section at the front touts businesses such as J.C. Scruggs Practical
Horseshoer, Street Eicholtz Furniture Company, and the Hyde Park Greenhouses.
A legion of businesses advertise in the headers, footers, and margins around the
text throughout. One such advertiser is the Right Way Laundry, which asserts they
are “the Only Laundry in Muskogee that Washes for WHITE PEOPLE ONLY.”
The directory includes entries for fourteen “Colored Societies” from the Hiram
Masonic Lodge to the “Young Men’s Christian Association (colored).” Also, as
with other directories published in Oklahoma (and other places) at this time,
African-American residents are denoted with a small “c” after their names in the
residential listings.
OCLC includes just four physical copies of any Phoenix City Muskogee directory,
only one of which appears to be this 1915 edition, at Yale (which also holds a few
later issues). A scarce directory with important information on a racially-divided,
Jim Crow-era Oklahoma town.
OCLC 69393237, 173724634.
$750.

Binding separating from text block; corners
and extremities worn. Photos clean, many with
manuscript captions. Good plus.
Photo album of assembled snapshots showing
various parts of Japan, the Philippines, Alaska,
Hawaii, and Washington State. The two larger
images are of Snoqualmie Falls in Washington,
the first showing the park area and the second
showing the falls itself. The images appear
to be in no particular order, with scenes from
all the various locales dispersed throughout
the album. Other photographs show scenes in
Manila, including the “oldest church,” a “Spanish transport sunk by Dewey” in the SpanishAmerican War, Fort Malata, other churches,
some water buffalo, and other rural scenes in
the area. Images of Honolulu include a group
of school children, the palace, views in a park,
and some rural scenes, including a waterfall.
Images of Japan are primarily from Nagasaki,
Kobe, and Osaka. They include views of the
harbors and ships, the dry dock at Nagasaki, the
lower and upper falls at Kobe, Japanese peddlers aboard a ship, “temple 2000 years old” at
Nagasaki, among others. Views of Alaska are
primarily taken from off the coast, showing
Dutch Harbor from several angles.

Pacific Rim in the Early 20th Century
12. [Pacific Photographica]: [PHOTO ALBUM OF SCENES IN WASHINGTON STATE, THE PHILIPPINES, JAPAN, HAWAII, AND ALASKA].
[Various locations. ca. 1910]. 26pp. containing eighty-six photographs, nine colored photographs, and one photographic postcard. Two photos 8 x 6 inches, the
remainder approximately 3½ x 4½ inches. Oblong quarto. Original black cloth.

The transport ship Oopack is featured in several photos; the Oopack was a British
merchant vessel that was sunk by the Germans in 1918 off the coast of Malta.
Several unlabeled photos at the rear of the volume show what are presumably local
scenes from home, likely the Pacific Northwest. There are two farmers plowing a
field behind a horse, bathers at the seashore, picnickers, and other group photos.
The picture postcard is a baseball team group shot, and the colored images are
views of Japan.
$850.

Pinckney’s Treaty,
Granting the U.S. Free Navigation of the Mississippi
13. [Pinckney’s Treaty]: REAL CEDULA DE S.M. Y SENORES DEL CONSEJO, EN QUE SE MANDA OBSERVAR Y GUARDAR EL TRATADO DE
AMISTAD, LIMITES Y NAVEGACION CONCLUIDO, Y RATIFICADO
ENTRE SU REAL PERSONA, Y LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA.
Pamplona: En la Imprenta de la viuda de Ezquerro, 1797. 43pp. Folio. Gathered
signatures, stitched. A bit of light foxing. Very good.
The extremely rare Pamplona edition of this far-reaching treaty between the United
States and Spain, printed the year after the Madrid first edition. The treaty (usually known as Pinckney’s Treaty after its American negotiator, Thomas Pinckney)
was finally concluded at San Lorenzo el Real in October of 1795, marking the end
of the long American diplomatic effort to conclude a treaty with Spain. Various
clauses of the treaty define the boundaries of Florida and mark the Mississippi
as the definite boundary between Spanish Louisiana and the settlements of the
United States; and most significantly, the treaty secures common navigation of the
Mississippi for Americans and Spaniards, and the use of the port of New Orleans
for American shipping. Since receiving Louisiana from the French in 1763, Spain
had asserted her absolute right to the navigation of the Mississippi. To American
western settlers, the concession of free navigation was of paramount importance
in opening the commerce of the Mississippi Valley. Equally important, by this
treaty the last major European power involved in the American Revolution fully
accepted the boundaries of the United States and gave it complete recognition.
This Pamplona edition is at least as rare as the Madrid edition, which fetched
$5000 at the Streeter sale in 1967.
PALAU 250427. MEDINA 5765. STREETER SALE 1524 (ref). SERVIES 715
(citing Alcala ed).
$4250.

Slave and Indian Troubles in Texas in 1859
14. Runnels, Hardin R.: MESSAGE OF THE HON. HARDIN R. RUNNELS
GOVERNOR OF TEXAS! PRINTED BY ORDER OF THE EIGHTH
LEGISLATURE. Austin: Printed by John Marshall & Co., State Printers, 1859.
29pp. Stitched, with remnant of original yellow wrappers along the backstrip. Two
pages printed faintly. Very good.
A scarce printing of Gov. Runnels’ message regarding the state of affairs in Texas
on the eve of the Civil War, with much vitriol on slavery and abolition. Runnels
discusses Indian troubles in the Red River country, the progress of railroads, and
fiscal matters. He describes Captain Ford’s expedition north of the Red River
against “marauding bands of wild Indians” who plague “the frontier and border
sections of our State.”
Runnels also comments on anti-slavery agitation, stating that “equality and
security in the Union or independence outside of it, should be the motto of
every Southern State.” Runnels takes aim at the “anarchical and revolutionary
schemes” of abolitionists who are “at open warfare with the rights of property
and the constitutional laws by which it is protected.” Winkler locates only three
copies, and OCLC adds only three more. Quite scarce, and a forceful statement
of pro-slavery sentiment in Texas.
WINKLER 1221. EBERSTADT 165:194. OCLC 28445002, 26429201. $1500.

The Commandant General of the Provincias Internas
Orders Supplies for New Mexico Presidios
from the Manila Galleon Shipment in 1813
15. Salcedo y Salcedo, Nemesio: [MANUSCRIPT LETTER, SIGNED BY
NEMESIO SALCEDO, COMMANDANT GENERAL OF THE PROVINCIAS
INTERNAS, TO BERNARDO BONVÍA Y ZAPATA, CONCERNING THE
PURCHASE OF SUPPLIES FOR THE PRESIDIOS OF NEW MEXICO
AND SONORA, FROM A SHIPMENT BROUGHT BY THE MANILA
GALLEON, PLUS TWO RELATED MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENTS].
Chihuahua. June 15-22, 1813. [2],[2],[2]pp., on a folded folio sheet and two halfsheets. In Spanish. Tiny marginal stain to bottom edge of first leaf, else near fine.
Three documents from 1813, including a letter from Nemesio Salcedo (17541822?), Commandant General of the Provincias Internas, written from Chihuahua,
to Bernardo Bonvía y Zapata, erstwhile military commander of Texas (but here
acting as commander in Durango). The two documents accompanying Salcedo’s
letter were written in Durango and have the look of retained draft responses
(with emendations) to Salcedo’s request concerning the supplying of soldiers in
the presidios of New Mexico, Nueva Vizcaya (present day Chihuahua and Durango), and Sonora with items imported on the Manila Galleon (Nao de China).
Salcedo writes that he has appointed the treasury minister of the Real Hacienda
at Sombrerete (Zacatecas), Don Juan José Ximénez de Sandoval to make the
purchases in Guadalajara, “where there has commenced a sale of a considerable
part of the cargo brought by the Manila Galleon” (“donde se abrio venta de una
considerable parte del cargamento que conduxo la Nao de China”). Salcedo directs that the goods be brought to Chihuahua, from where they would continue
their journey north along the famous Chihuahua Trail or Camino Real de Tierra
Adentro, which connected central Mexico to New Mexico and other northern
outposts of New Spain.
Following Salcedo’s letter are two accompanying single page manuscript documents, dated June 22, 1813, being draft responses to Salcedo by officials in
Durango. The two reply letters provide evidence that the colonial government
was struggling to supply resources to the northern provinces at a time when an
independence movement was spreading in other parts of Mexico. It should be
noted that two years earlier Salcedo had superintended the trial and execution
of the insurgent leader Father Miguel Hidalgo in Chihuahua. The first retained
draft, which appears to have been written before the receipt of Salcedo’s letter,
complains about the high cost of the items and freight in the invoice received.
The unnamed official in Durango cites the scarcity of funds in the treasury, and
the difficulty of remitting for these expenses, writing, “in view of the above, it
would prevent me from deeming the payment as convenient.” Yet the second
draft, which specifically responds to Salcedo’s June 15 letter, clearly accepts the
expense, but demurs on Salcedo’s request that assayed silver bars be sent as payment
for the items, suggesting instead “numerario” (silver coin) or “libranzas seguras.”

The first retained draft makes reference to an invoice for $60,845 pesos for the
purchased supplies and includes a very nice example of an early dollar sign in a
Spanish manuscript – evidence that the symbol evolved from the abbreviation “ps”
(for pesos) rather than the commonly held belief or myth that it derived from the
Pillars of Hercules depicted on Spanish minted silver coins.
Salcedo’s administration coincided with a tumultuous period in western borderlands history. While the Mexican War of Independence was unraveling Spain’s
control of Mexico, the Louisiana Purchase had recently forced Spanish authorities to contend more directly with the growing economic influence of the United
States and the flow of traders and democratic ideas therefrom. In 1807, Salcedo
interrogated Zebulon Pike, who was brought to Chihuahua after being captured in
present-day Colorado while on his famous exploring expedition of the Southwest.
During his time in Chihuahua Pike learned firsthand about Mexico’s discontent
with Spanish rule. As the incursions by American traders and explorers like Pike
continued, Spanish officials remained steadfastly against them (Salcedo called
foreigners, “crows that take out our eyes”). External pressures boiled over, especially in Texas, where in 1813 (the same year as the present set of documents)
the Gutiérrez-Magee filibuster expedition further brought to a head New Spain’s
problem of maintaining control of sparsely settled northern provinces bordering the Louisiana Territory. The expense of supplying the far-flung presidios
of New Mexico and other northern outposts in the Provincias Internas clearly
exacerbated Spain’s tenuous hold in the region. Interestingly, this was also the
year that the Spanish Cortes approved the first colonization plan for present-day
Texas, awarding a large tract of land to Richard Raynal Keene. Though this plan
was never realized, it was an attempt to control these largely-desolate lands in
the northern parts of Mexico, provide a buffer zone of Catholic settlers against
further unwelcome settlement from the norteamericanos, and further illustrates
the forces at play that would transform the region in the next twenty years.
A translation and transcription of Salcedo’s letter, plus transcriptions of the two
draft responses are available upon request.
$2750.

A few leaves very lightly tanned, two
small worm holes in outer margin of
final four leaves. Very good.
Second edition, after the first of
1538. A landmark in the mapping
of North America, this collection
of geographic accounts, edited by
Sebastian Münster, contains “the
earliest representation of the northwest coast of America on a printed
map” (Burden). It takes the form
of a land mass in the upper right
corner of the folding “Asia Major”
map, extending northwest, labeled
“Terra Incognita,” and shown with
a small bay, trees, and hills. The
cartographer of the map is unidentified, though Wagner asserts that it
was drawn by Münster.

“The earliest representation of the north-west coast
of America on a printed map” – Burden
16. Solinus, C. Julius: POLYHISTOR, RERUM TOTO ORBE MEMORABILIUM THESAURUS LOCUPLETISSIMUS. Basel: Michael Isingrin, 1543.
[20],230,[2]pp. plus two folding maps and eighteen in-text maps. Woodcut vignette
on titlepage and final leaf. Folio. 18th-century three-quarter calf and patterned
paper boards, spine gilt, morocco label. Boards a bit bowed, spine slightly wormed.

Julius Solinus (ca. 250 A.D.) was a
Roman geographer of some repute.
His Polyhistor... was first published by
Nicholas Jenson in Venice in 1473,
and Isingrin’s edition of 1538 was
the first to contain maps by Münster.
Münster also added notes to the text containing up-to-date geographic information.
Burden further notes that the Asia Major map shows one of the first delineations
of a strait between Asia and America, some two hundred years before Bering’s
voyages to the region. It is also the first work to include a printed map of Asia
as a whole. A significant work of geography, containing a seminal image of the
northwest coast of North America.
BURDEN 11. WAGNER NORTHWEST COAST, p.9. HARRISSE BAV ADDITIONS 143. JCB GERMAN BOOKS 543/2.
$15,000.

Visual Evidence of the French Colony in Texas
17. [Texas]: [Champ d’Asile]: LE CHAMP D’ASILE. LE LAURIER SOUS
LEURS PAS Y CROITRA SANS CULTURE [caption title]. Paris: Jean fils,
Quai des Augustins, [1819]. Handcolored aquatint engraving, 15¼ x 11¾ inches.
Small tear in upper left corner of the sheet, well outside the plate mark. Expertly
cleaned. Near fine.
An exceedingly rare engraving picturing residents of the short-lived and ill-fated
Napoleonic-era French colony in Texas, known as the Champ d’Asile. This print
depicts soldiers establishing the agricultural colony, with one subject farming and
two others smoking next to a barrel in the background – perhaps a comment on
Texas’ potential for tobacco production. Another colonist is shown being embraced by an officer, likely General C.F.A. Lallemand (one of the founders of the
colony) in an expression of his gratitude for the colonist’s hard work. The central
image is surrounded by banners representing Napoleonic battles from Moscow to
Waterloo. The caption in the lower margin translates to “The laurel under their
path will grow without culture.” The image was engraved by “Charon” after the
original art by “Aubry.”
The Champ d’Asile (or Camp Asylum) settlement was founded by General Charles
Lallemand and a group of loyalist Napoleonic officers who fled France for America
in 1815. Although the settlement was billed as a peaceful one, Lallemand in fact
had grand schemes of conquest, and sought to establish himself between the United
States and the tottering remnants of Spain’s American empire. With this goal, 400
settlers landed on the Trinity River near Galveston in 1818. At the same time,
a vigorous propaganda machine in France produced promotional tracts, novels,
poems, and songs (for all of which, see Streeter Texas, 1068-77), all celebrating
the idyllic proposed settlement and attempting to raise support for it. Streeter
refers to the prints produced to celebrate the colony as “an interesting lot.”
This print was part of that promotional effort, and was among a series of prints
showing various aspects of the colony. These prints are among the earliest graphic
works purporting to show any part of Texas, though the present image shows just
a pinched portion of the colony itself. Needless to say, the reality of the situation
was much grimmer than portrayed in any of the prints or publications. Few of
the settlers had any real experience in the kind of work needed to start such a
settlement, and sickness soon reduced the number of working hands. The Spanish
mustered enough strength to expel the survivors in 1820, though the short life
of the colony inspired a French patriotic attachment to Texas for years to come.
This firm has sold three prints from the series of Champ d’Asile engravings made
during 1819 and 1820, though we have never offered this particular example before. It is decidedly rare, with only one copy listed in OCLC, deposited at the
Bibliothèque Nationale de France in 1819.
DE VINCK 10268. OCLC 693050324. STREETER TEXAS 1077 (note).
$3750.

Building Up the Mexican Military Presence
Just a Few Months Before the Texas Revolution
18. [Texas]: Gomez de la Cortina, Jose: EL C. JOSE GOMEZ DE LA
CORTINA, CORONEL DEL BATALLON ACTIVO DEL COMERCIO Y
GOBERNADOR DEL DISTRITO....SE ESTABLECERÁ EN EL DE COAHUILA Y TEJAS UNA COMANDANCIA GENERAL EN LOS TÉRMINOS
QUE PREVIENE LA CITADA LEY...[caption title and portion of text]. Mexico
City. January 18, 1836. Broadside, 12 x 8½ inches, on paper watermarked “Al
Masso.” A few tiny fox spots, old folds, embossed blindstamp of eagle and cactus
in upper right corner. Inscribed on verso in ink: “1836. Sobre Comandancia de
los Departam. los internos de Oriente.” Near fine.
A rare Mexican governmental bando addressing the mounting turmoil in Texas in
the early part of 1836, the year of the Texas Revolution. The second article of
the decree reads: “2. Se establecerá en el de Coahuila y Tejas una Comandancia
general en los términos que previene la citada ley.” The fourth article reads: “4.
El Supremo gobierno fijará la residencia de los Comandantes generales, segun
convenga al mejor servicio de le República, siendo precisamente dentro de los
límites de Tejas la del que establece el art 2....” These two articles of the decree
established a new Commandancy-General in Coahuila y Tejas and appointed the
military officers to reside within the borders of Texas, respectively, in order to
deal with the ever-increasing unrest in the territory by Anglo-American settlers
bent on independence. It is dated about halfway between two very important
milestones of the Revolution – the Battle of Goliad in October, 1835 (a pronounced victory for the Texas settlers) and the writing and adoption of the Texas
Declaration of Independence in early March, 1836. The “Al Masso” watermark
seen in the paper here can also be seen in other Mexican documents printed in
the 1830s, such as the broadside announcement of the fall of the Alamo printed
in Mexico City by Juan Matute, likewise in 1836.
This bando is a variant issue of Streeter Texas 872, a decree issued by the Congresso General modifying a law of March 21, 1826, and known in only one copy,
at Yale. The copy in the Eberstadt’s 1963 TEXAS catalogue describes their copy
as “Unrecorded” at the time. This is only the third known copy of this rare
bando printing from Mexico City. OCLC records a single copy at Texas Tech,
and Yale also holds a copy, likely bought from the Eberstadt catalogue.
STREETER, “THE ONLY LOCATED COPIES OF ONE HUNDRED FORTY
TEXAS PAMPHLETS AND BROADSIDES” 84 (variant). STREETER TEXAS
872 (variant). EBERSTADT 162:835 (“Unrecorded”). OCLC 863527426.
$3000.

Important Study of California’s Mineral Resources
19. Tyson, Philip T.: GEOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL RESOURCES OF
CALIFORNIA. Baltimore: Wm. Minifie & Co., 1851. xxxiv,127,37pp., plus three
large folding maps, nine folding plates, and one leaf of ads at the end. Publisher’s
blindstamped brown cloth, expertly rebacked with most of original gilt backstrip
laid down. Bookplate of Alfred I. Esberg on front free endpaper (see below).
Foredge of titlepage torn, not affecting text. Ex-New York Public Library with
deaccession stamp on verso of titlepage. Occasional foxing and tanning to text.
Some foxing on maps, two maps with neat tissue repairs. Very good overall.
The second (and best) edition, following the government document edition of the
previous year. An important discussion of the geology of gold in California, based
on Tyson’s four-month trip during the summer and early fall of 1849, including a
fine map of the Sacramento Valley, a smaller one of the author’s travel routes, and
one of his path through the Sierra Nevada. Wheat notes that this was “probably
the earliest work of a true scientific research to emerge from the Gold Rush.”
Tyson describes visits to Sacramento, Mormon Island, Coloma, Jackson, and the
Cosumnes and Mokelumne Rivers. The Senate ordered 5,000 copies printed, of
which 1,000 were for Tyson’s use. Tyson added a new title page, an errata page,
index, contents page, and an extensive introduction.
This copy belonged to Alfred I. Esberg (1870-1955), cigar magnate and director
and vice president of the California Historical Society, with his bookplate on the
front free endpaper.
HOWES T455. WHEAT GOLD REGIONS 179. KURUTZ 643a.
$3000.

Brigham Young on the Slavery Question in Utah Territory
20. Young, Brigham: GOVERNOR’S MESSAGE, TO THE LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY OF UTAH TERRITORY, JANUARY 5, 1852. [Salt Lake City.
1852]. 8pp. on a folded folio sheet. Small quarto. A couple small edge chips.
Light dust soiling and tanning. Very good. Untrimmed. In a half morocco and
cloth slipcase and chemise.
An important address by Brigham Young to the territorial legislature of Utah,
and one of the earliest examples of printing in the state. Among the measures
Young suggests in his second official message to the legislature are the publication of territorial laws, the location of the capital in Fillmore, the regulation of
State Library use, and the legislative promotion of manufacturing and tradecraft.
The address also contains an extended section containing Young’s thoughts on
slavery, particularly as it pertains to the ongoing practice in some current and
former Mexican territory of keeping Indian child slaves. He says, in part:
“Restrictions of law and government make all servants; but human flesh to be
dealt in as property, is not consistent or compatible with the true principles of
government. My own feelings are, that no property can or should be recognized as
existing in slaves, either Indian or African. No person can purchase them without
their becoming as free, so far as natural rights are concerned, as persons of any
other color....Thus will a people be redeemed from servile bondage both mental
and physical, and placed upon a platform upon which they can build; and extend
forth as far as their capability and natural rights will permit; their thralldom will
no longer exist, although the seed of Canaan will inevitably carry the curse which
was placed upon them, until the same authority which placed it there, shall see
proper to have it removed.”
A very rare early Utah territorial imprint, OCLC and Flake together locate seven
copies. It does not appear in auction records for the past fifty years.
AUERBACH SALE 1509. FLAKE 9349. McMURTRIE (UTAH) 11.
$3500.

